MONITORING & EVALUATION (M&E) SPECIALIST

RE-DEFINE THE LEARNING EXPERIENCE THROUGH RESEARCH

- Carry out impact assessment evaluative research on social development projects across Pakistan
- Plan & design academic research activities as well assessment activities
- Aim for gaps to be filled & to appraise the project from different perspectives
- Measure the social & psychosocial impact of the project in AJK
- Produce M&E reports that communicate the targeted purpose
- Contribute to the refinement of relevant monitoring tools based on-field testing
- Provide overall leadership in design & implementation of M&E methodologies for project baseline studies, assessments, evaluations, research, etc.
- Supervise business enabling environment evaluations

Masters / PhD in Education policy, Health policy or related field
Prior public policy or social research sector work-experience
Excellent interpersonal, written communication as well as presentation skills

Send your CV to talk@text.com.pk